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Abstract—Recently, object tracking has been widely studied as 
a binary classification problem. Semi-supervised learning is 
particularly suitable for improving classification accuracy 
when large quantities of unlabeled samples are generated (just 
like tracking procedure). The purpose of this paper is to fulfill 
robust and stable tracking by using collaborative learning, 
which belongs to the scope of semi-supervised learning, among 
three classifiers. Different from [1], random fern classifier is 
incorporated to deal with 2bitBP feature newly added and 
certain constraints are specially implemented in our 
framework. Besides, the way for selecting positive samples is 
also altered by us in order to achieve more stable tracking. 
Algorithm proposed in this paper is validated by tracking 
pedestrian and cup under occlusion. Experiments and 
comparison show that our algorithm can avoid drifting 
problem to some degree and make tracking result more robust 
and adaptive. 

Keywords-tracking; semi-supervised learning; collaborative 
learning; 2bitBP feature; random fern classifier 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Object tracking is widely used in a variety of situations 

such as intelligent surveillance, scene understanding and 
behavior analysis. The task of tracking is to locate moving 
object in frames of a video sequence. So far, the existing 
tracking algorithms can be divided into three main types, 
namely: 
(I) Motion based: By capturing and analyzing motion 
information, moving object can be easily segmented. 
Existing typical means are frame-difference method, optical 
flow[2], etc. These algorithms are easy to implemented, 
while slight luminance change or partially occlusion will 
lead to damage. 
(II) Searching and matching based: Searching the 
predefined region and trying to find which sub-region 
matches the moving object best by virtue of some existing 
similarity measures. [3][4][5] belong to this class. However, 
the process of searching and matching is time-consuming. 
For the purpose of solving this problem, some advanced 
searching methods such as mean-shift[6] have been  
proposed. An obvious shortcoming of mean-shift is that 
only single feature information(color distribution) is used, 
so stable and robust tracking is hard to achieve. 

(III) Estimation and prediction based: given the location of 
moving object in current time t , the goal is to estimate its 
location in time 1t . Some typical algorithms that belong 
to this type are Kalman filter and particle filter[7]. But they 
are sensitive to environmental change and need relatively 
heavy calculation burden. 

In one word, all the methods mentioned above are 
short of adaptive ability because of lacking update or 
learning procedure. For addressing this problem, a new idea 
has been proposed in recent years that the tracking can be 
regarded as a classification problem, i.e., the process of 
tracking is to distinguish object to be tracked from 
background during which the classifier is updated 
continually. Avidan[8] opened the door for this idea by using 
support vector machine. Kalal et al. proposed tracking-
learning-detection(TLD) method[9] for face tracking. [10] 
adopted an on-line boosting classifier that selects features to 
discriminate the moving object from the background, but 
every time the classifier is updated, an error might be 
introduced, which will probably cause drifting problem. 

In order to improve tracking robustness and adaptivity, 
semi-supervised learning was applied to make full use of 
both labeled and unlabeled data collected in every frame. 
There are many semi-supervised learning algorithms such as 
self-learning, co-learning, graph-based, semi-supervised 
support vector machine(S3VM), etc. [11][12] perform 
tracking via graph-based semi-supervised learning 
successfully. [13] has proposed a co-training framework to 
combine one global generative tracker and one local 
discriminate tracker. In [1], the authors come up with a co-
tracker who trains two SVM classifiers with RGB color 
histogram, histograms of oriented gradients(HoG) [14] 

features and their classification results are combined by 
weight sum rule. These two classifiers are updated in a 
collaborative fashion simultaneously. However, through our 
experiments, we have found that tracking error often arises 
if environmental condition modifies abruptly. We consider 
that this problem may be caused by “disagreement” between 
two classifiers. When this situation happens, the weight sum 
rule will probably hurt tracking result, so the idea of 
employing the third classifier to address this “disagreement” 
is straightforward.   
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In this paper, we have adopted three classifiers to form a 
robust tracking framework. The main differences or 
improvements between our work and [1] are: 
(I) One more classifier called Random Fern[15] and 
corresponding Local 2bit Binary Patterns(2BitBP)[16] feature 
are elaborately added. 
(II) In each frame, the number of generated positive sample 
is not fixed to one, which differs from [1] in which only one 
sample corresponding to the tracking object is assigned 
positive label. 
(III) In order to prevent drifting problem, certain constraints 
are designed to guarantee the accuracy of classification. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
briefly reviews some basic knowledge which will be used in 
later sections. Section 3 describes our algorithm in detail 
and finally presents the flowchart of our tracking framework. 
Tracking results on some typical sequences and comparison 
with several prevalent tracking methods are shown in 
section 4. At last, conclusion can be drawn in section 5. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

2.1. Semi-supervised Learning and Co-learning  
Semi-supervised learning is somehow between 

supervised learning and unsupervised learning. This 
learning strategy is particularly suitable for situations where 
a large number of unlabeled samples exist. If certain 
assumptions are satisfied, these unlabeled samples are 
greatly beneficial to improve classification result even 
though their labels are unknown. 

Co-learning is one of the semi-supervised learning 
strategies. It allows two classifiers to learn from each other 
and finally they are integrated to achieve better performance. 
Its algorithm is shown as follow[17]: 

Algorithm 1: Co-learning algorithm 
Input: labeled data 1{( , )}l

i i ix y , unlabeled data 1{ }l u
j j lx , a 

learning speed k . Each instance has two views 
(1) (2)[ , ]i i ix x x . 

1.   Initially let the training sample be 
1 2 1 1{( , ), ,( , )}l lL L x y x y, ( , )l l, ( ,,,, . 

2.   Repeat until unlabeled data is used up: 
3.   Train a view-1 classifier (1)f  from 1L , and a view-2 

classifier (2)f  from 2L . 

4.   Classify the remaining unlabeled data with (1)f  and 
(2)f  separately. 

5.   Add (1)f ’s top k most confident predictions 
(1)( , ( ))x f x  to 2L . 

Add (2)f ’s top k most confident predictions 
(2)( , ( ))x f x  to 1L . 
Remove these from the unlabeled data.  

2.2. Local 2bit Binary Patterns(2bitBP) Feature 

2bitBP feature outputs 2bit codes in terms of image’s 
intensity information, so one whole 2bitBP feature can 
encode 4 different codes in decimal representation. The 
theory of generating codes is depicted in Fig. 1. We choose 
this feature because of its consistency to luminance change. 
Detailed explanation can be found in [16].

2.3. Random Fern Classifier 
We adopt this classifier because it is simple, 

computational fast and easy to implement incremental 
learning. In our tracking case, a random fern classifier 
consists of several ferns and each fern contains several 
2bitBP features. When it comes to training phase, labeled 
samples are fed into all ferns to update the distributions for 
the corresponding classes. So at the end of the training we 
will finally obtain distributions over possible fern outputs 
for each class. When a new unlabeled sample comes, it 
selects bins of distributions for each fern according to 
2bitBP code and these bins are then combined assuming 
independence between distributions. Finally, this sample is 
classified to the category of which the posterior is the 
biggest, see [18][19] and http://cvlab.epfl.ch/alumni/oe- 
zuysal/ferns.html for detail. 

3.  ALGORITHM IN DETAIL 
Tracking is considered as a classification problem in 

our algorithm. The features include RGB histogram, HoG 

and 2BitBP while classifiers are SVM, SVM and random 
fern accordingly. The unlabeled samples are collected in 
each frame and they are exploited to enhance classifiers’ 
performance. An overview of our algorithm is showed 
below: 

Algorithm 2: Overview of our tracking algorithm  
1. Choose object to be tracked manually. 
2. Use mean-shift tracker to collect enough labeled samples 

1{( , )}l
i i ix y  in the first S  frames. Sample sets belonging 

to three classifiers ( )RGBL , ( )HoGL  and (2 )bitBPL  are all 
equal to 1 1{( , ), ,( , )}l lx y x y, ( , )l l, ( ,,,,  at this time . 

3.  Initialize three classifiers ( )RGBf , ( )HoGf , (2 )bitBPf   

4. Calculate classifiers’ weights ( )RGB , ( )HoG , (2 )bitBP .
For  frame=S+1 to N       //N is the total frame number  
5.  Collect unlabeled samples 1{ }l u

j j lx , classify them by 
( )RGBf , ( )HoGf , (2 )bitBPf  separately. 

6.   Use constraints to revise classification results. 
7.   Construct three confidence maps ( )RGBM , ( )HoGM , 

(2 )bitBPM  for each classifier. 
8. Merge ( )RGBM , ( )HoGM , (2 )bitBPM  to a final confidence 

map based on ( )RGB , ( )HoG  and (2 )bitBP .  
9.   Take the peak of confidence map as object location.
10. Update classifiers: 

Add ( )RGBf ’s top k most confident predictions 
( )( , ( ))RGB

p px f x 1,2p kk ,  to ( )HoGL , (2 )bitBPL . 
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Add ( )HoGf ’s top k most confident predictions 
( )( , ( ))HoG

p px f x 1,2p kk ,  to ( )RGBL , (2 )bitBPL . 

Add (2 )bitBPf ’s top k most confident predictions 
(2 )( , ( ))bitBP

p px f x  1,2p kk , to ( )RGBL , ( )HoGL . 

11.  Update weights ( )RGB , ( )HoG , (2 )bitBP .  
12.  Prune out-of-date samples before T  frame. 
end  
3.1. Initialization 

The target of this step is to collect enough labeled 
samples for later learning. Our algorithm requires user to 
mark the target object in the first frame. Then this instance 
is considered as a positive sample. In the first S  frames, a 
temporary existing simple tracker, like mean-shift, is 
utilized to get more positive samples. Since S  is very small, 
it can perform stable result during such a short time.  

The instances marked as moving object in the first S  
frames by user and mean-shift tracker are believed to be 
positive samples. Negative samples can be obtained by 
selecting instances which partially overlap the object, see 
Fig. 2. Besides, more additional labeled samples should be 
generated by making luminance change or adding some 
noise to the original collected samples. This measure can 
obviously improve tracking robustness. 

3.2. Exploiting Unlabeled Samples 
When a new frame arrives, many unlabeled samples 

will be gathered in searching region by using sliding 
window technique. The feature vector of sample X  is 
denoted as ( ) ( ) (2 )[ , , ]RGB HoG bitBPX x x x . Then three 
classifiers ( )RGBf , ( )HoGf , (2 )bitBPf  are allowed to allocate 
labels to these unlabeled samples individually. For building 
individual confidence map, confidence level of 
classification for each sample is needed. To what degree a 
sample classified by SVM should be trusted is measured by 
the distance from it to the support hyperplane in feature 
space, namely the farther away one sample from support 
hyperplane, the more confident of its label prediction. And 
the confidence rate of random fern classifier can be 
evaluated by the height margin between positive and 
negative bins in posterior and larger margin means higher 
confidence level. 

3.3. Applying Constraints 
We have employed certain constraints to prevent 

classification errors. One common sense is that the target in 
current frame should not too far from its position in the 
previous frame. Besides, the appearance of object should 
not change too much in two adjacent frames. 

In fact, these misclassified samples amended by 
constraints are sources for causing drifting. Once mis-
tracking occurs in one frame, error will be probably 
accumulated with classifiers’ update again and again. From 
this perspective, though these constraints are very simple, 

they can efficiently avoid drifting problem in our tracking 
algorithm. 

3.4. Locating the Object 
After acquiring three individual confidence maps, the 

next task is to combine them into a final one. This is done 
by using weight sum principle, so the key is to define 
weights of three classifiers. One straight approach is to let 
the weight be inversely proportional to classifier’s 
classification error rate, thus we can obtain: 

( )
( )

( ) ( ) (2 )

1
3 ( )

RGB
RGB

RGB HoG bitBP             (1) 

( )
( )

( ) ( ) (2 )

1
3 ( )

HoG
HoG

RGB HoG bitBP             (2) 

(2 )
(2 )

( ) ( ) (2 )

1
3 ( )

bitBP
bitBP

RGB HoG bitBP           (3) 

( )  ( , ,2RGB HoG bitBP ) denotes the classifier’s error 
rate with feature . Then the final integrated confidence 
map can be calculated. The peak of integrated confidence 
map is regarded as tracking target and we may shift tracking 
box on the corresponding sample, as depicted in Fig. 3. 

3.5. Updating Classifiers 
Collaborative learning is introduced to update each 

classifier, i.e., one classifier’s most confident samples are 
delivered to the other two for updating them. Note that in [1] 
the sample corresponding to the peak in integrated 
confidence map is regarded as positive and K  sub-peaks 
are deemed as negative. However, we believe it is not a 
good idea that there must be only “one” positive sample 
generated in each frame. If confidence levels of positive 
samples are really low while those of negative are high, it 
will be better only to select these negative samples for 
updating, because positive samples having low confidence 
are probably classified incorrectly. Another case may 
appear that several positive samples possess very high 
confidence simultaneously, then it doesn’t matter to use all 
of them to update classifiers. We do this because these 
positive samples are mostly neighbors of real target object 
and they are nearly the same with tracking target. In one 
word, in each frame the number of generated positive 
samples is not limit to one, which just depends on samples’ 
confidence level.  

As mentioned above, ( )RGBf  and ( )HoGf  are SVMs 
indeed. But in our case, the size of positive samples is far 
smaller than that of negative samples, so it is necessary to 
assign different penalty coefficients to positive and negative 
samples when training SVM classifiers. Suppose there are 

( )
PL  positive and ( )

NL ( ,RGB HoG ) negative labeled 
samples in ( )f ’s current dataset, the penalty coefficients 
are denoted as ( )

PC  and ( )
NC , then ( )

PC  and ( )
NC  should 

satisfy: 
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 Figure 1. Schematic diagram of 2bitBP feature 

 
Figure 2. Positive & negative samples 

( real rectangular: positive; dot rectangulars: negative) 
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 Figure 3. Locating the moving object 

 
( )( )

( ) ( )
NP

N P

LC
C L

                                   (4) 

In later discussion, we will omit superscript  for 
simplicity, and then the form of SVM is derived as: 

 

2

, ,

1
min 2
. . ( ) 1 ( 1,2, )

0

P P N N
b

T
i i i P N

i

C C

s t y x b i L LP NP (5)                                                                         

Where i  are slack variables. The dual form of (5) is 
straightforward: 

,

1min ( )
2

. . 0

0 ,
0 ,

i j i j i j i
i j i

i i
i

i P i

i N i

y y K x x

s t y

C y positive
C y negative

       (6)    

Updating random fern classifier is much easier. After 
samples are labeled, they are sent into all ferns to modify 
distributions for the corresponding class on the basis of 
original distributions. That’s why we claim fern classifier is 
suitable for incremental learning in section 2.3. 

After being updated, the classifiers’ weights should 
also be modified according to formula (1) (3). 

3.6. Trimming Samples 
The capacity of sample dataset will grow very quickly 

if all samples in the history are preserved, so part of them 
should be removed. An intuition is that the samples 
collected in nearest T  frames are more significant, so all 

the samples before T  frames are trimmed off. By doing this, 
classifiers can learn object’s latest appearance in time, 
which is better for precise tracking and adaptivity 
improvement. 

3.7. Summary 
From section 3.1 to 3.6, we have explained some key 

steps in our algorithm. The whole tracking procedure is 
shown in Fig. 4. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Our proposed approach is implemented in MATLAB 

and tested with different types of sequences. LibSVM[20] is 
employed to train SVM classifier in practical. Parameter S  
is set to 10 and T  equals to 50. 

4.1. Tracking Pedestrian 
This public sequence comes from PET2001 dataset 

and we extracted the period during which the object is scale 
consistent. Two popular algorithms: mean-shift, co-tracker 
in [1], and our method are tested on this sequence separately. 
Fig. 7 shows some key frames.  

Through comparison we can clearly see that both 
mean-shift and co-tracker are not capable of avoiding 
drifting, while our method performs better result. Several 
possible reasons are analyzed below: 
 (I) We notice that if mean-shift tracker is used, the tracking 
box is taken away by the lamppost when target is walking 
pass it(see frame 133 181 of 1st row in Fig. 7).It suggests 
that tracker is easily confused if only one single feature is 
employed(like mean-shift), so more proper features are 
better off being used, just like what we have done in this 
paper.  
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Figure 4. The flowchart of tracking procedure

 (II) When co-tracker algorithm is adopted, we see that 
drifting appears when the pedestrian is walking near the 
boundary between grass and road. This is perhaps because 
abrupt background change will cause contradiction between 
the two classifiers, so one more classifier introduced by us 
is necessary to deal with such situation. In order to visualize 
this point, confidence maps of three classifiers in 133rd 
frame are presented in Fig. 5. In this frame, the target is 
occluded by a lamppost, which leads to contradictory 
between ( )RGBf  and ( )HoGf  for determining the most 
confident samples(positive and negative). At this time, it is 
the addition of the third classifier (2 )bitBPf  that helps a lot to 
decide where is the target and which samples are 
background indeed.  

Just because of these reasons, the algorithm in this 
paper achieves better performance. Integrated confidence 
level’s curve is shown in Fig. 6. 

We can see that during frame 120 140, when 
pedestrian is walking behind the lamppost, the confidence 
level drops significantly. However, our algorithm is still 
able to track the pedestrian correctly. 

(a) (b) (c)  
Figure 5. Confidence maps of three classifiers in 133rd frame. (a) 
represents ( )RGBf , (b) denotes ( )HoGf  and (c) belongs to (2 )bitBPf . 

4.2. Occlusion Handling 
We have tracked a cup which is occluded by a box. 

Occlusion is happening as shown in Fig. 8(frame 827 938) 
We see that tracking box sways slightly when the cup is 
partially covered by a box. However, if the box is removed, 
the tracking box won’t be taken away and target is still 
tracked accurately. 

4.3. Tracking face 
Our algorithm is also suitable for multi-view face 

tracking. Fig. 9 shows the tracking result on public sequence 
Foreman (Available at 
http://trace.eas.asu.edu/yuv/index.html). This sequence 
contains severe expression change and different head 
gestures. Though target’s appearance changes a lot, robust 
tracking can be also realized. 

 
Figure 6. Curve of integrated confidence 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have extended the method in [1] by 

incorporating 2bitBP feature and random fern classifier. 
Three classifiers are updated in a collaborative fashion 
during tracking process to learn the changes of environment 
and tracking target. Besides, some measures have been 
taken to improve tracking robustness and adaptivity such as 
implementation of constraints, novel sample selection 
manner and so on. Our method has been tested on some 
typical sequences and performed impressive results. 

However, this algorithm cannot handle object scale 
change, but if searching boxes are set in different scales 
when sliding window technique is executed, target in scale 
change can be easily resolved. In our opinion, bringing 
more machine learning approaches into object tracking will 
be a trend in the future. 
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Figure 7. Tracking results comparison 

(1st row: mean-shift, 2nd row: co-tracker in [1], 3rd  row: our method) 

 

 
Figure 8. Tracking occluded cup 

 

 
Figure 9. Tracking face 
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